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Abstract
LANL presentation: Protection of inverter-interfaced microgrids is a challenging problem because many
of the assumptions made in traditional protection breakdown. The difficulties in protecting such
microgrids include: 1) lack of fault current from inverter-interfaced generation, 2) varying fault current
between grid-connected and islanded modes, 3) potential for normally-meshed operation, and 4)
unbalanced operation due to single-phase loads. It is worth noting that not all microgrid designs will
include all these challenges. For example, microgrids could choose to omit meshed operation. Here, Dr.
Barnes will present on potential protection solutions for microgrids with a focus on adapting admittance
protection, commonly used for line protection in networked transmission systems.
SNL presentation: Sandia National Laboratories recently completed a project on distribution voltage
regulation provided by multiple Distributed Energy Resource (DER) control strategies including Volt-Var,
Extremum Seeking Control, and State Estimation-Based Optimal Power Factor commands. The DER
commands were issued from a commercial software vendor’s Advanced Distribution Management
System (ADMS) to live PV inverters and multiple simulated utility-scale PV devices at Sandia National
Laboratories’ Distributed Energy Technologies Laboratory (DETL). The control strategies were
demonstrated on reduced-order utility feeder models with DER operating under variable irradiance
conditions and then on a live feeder in Massachusetts. This presentation will cover the research
approach and results of the two-year project.
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